Case Study/

Kirklees College,
Huddersfield Centre

We had an excellent experience with Godfrey
Syrett. From the start of the project, they worked
with us to understand our objectives and
requirements for each area of the build. Their
Design and Planning teams were knowledgeable
and experienced in this kind of project; and able
to help us identify the best solutions for our needs,
and the best layouts for our space.
The vast product portfolio on offer meant that we
were able to source all of our loose furniture through
one sole supplier; leaving us more time to focus on
other parts of the project.
We would have no hesitation in recommending
Godfrey Syrett to other framework members.
Daniel Bedford,
Acting Head of Facilities at Kirklees College

The Project

Our Solution

Spanning 9 floors in total; Kirklees
College’s vision was a stimulating
and inspirational environment, where
students could learn in bright and
modern surroundings. Our Design
and Space Planning teams worked
with the client throughout the project
to provide concepts and layouts
for each area of the build; which
included teaching areas and tutorial
spaces to breakout areas and
meeting rooms.

Using our design and manufacturing
expertise, we played a key role in
delivering an 8-floor project for the
state-of-the-art Huddersfield Campus
at Kirklees College.
Our vast product portfolio meant
that Kirklees College could source
all of their loose furniture through
one sole supplier; streamlining
their processes and leaving more
time to focus on other parts of the
project. Kirklees College’s furniture
choices included Block Tables
and Benches, Genoa Tables and
Retrieve storage solutions; as well as
Horizon Seating for breakout zones.
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Project Overview
Contract Value
£500,000
Fit-out duration
6 weeks
Furniture Supplied
Tables, chairs, desking,
breakout and storage

GS Products
»»Genoa Tables
»»Nimbus Seating
»»Block Table and Bench
»»RT32 Tables
»»Baseline Desking
»»Align SAL Desking
»»Retrieve Storage
»»System Base Screens

Established in 1947; we have almost 70 years’ experience in providing
furniture solutions to clients throughout the UK. With 2 manufacturing sites
in the North East of England dedicated to panelling and upholstery; we’re
a true British manufacturer and a proud supporter of the Made in Britain
campaign. Continued investment in our capabilities ensures we are always
at the forefront of market trends.

